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MetaX - Advanced Features 

MetaX has several advanced features to assist in tagging your video files. 

Archive 

 

The archive feature automatically saves the tag data that you write to your files. To access this 

information, click on the "Archive" button in the toolbar. 

1. Clicking an item in the archive will apply the archived tags to your currently selected queue items. 

2. To remove archive items, select them and right click and select delete. Multiple items can be selected 

for deletion. 

3. Archive items can be manually edited right in the archive window. Just double click and make your 

changes. 

4. Archive data can be exported and imported via the right click menu. Selected archive items will be 

exported to a MetaX archive file (.mxa) with the export function. These files can be imported with the import 

function. 
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Presets 

 

Presets allow you to store tags that you want to use over and over again. This is especially handy for 

tagging TV shows within a certain season. 

1. To make a preset, select the check boxes beside the tags you wish to put into the preset. Open the 

preset window by clicking the "Presets" button on the toolbar. Click the Add button on the preset window. 

Give your preset a name when prompted. You now have a preset stored which contains the selected tags. 

2. Applying a preset is even easier. Select the queue item(s) that you would like to tag with the 

preset, and then select the preset from the list that you want to use. Click the OK button on the preset 

window to put those tags into the appropriate fields. The check boxes are automatically selected for 

you. 

3. To remove a preset, simply select the preset you wish to delete and click the Delete button at the 

bottom of the preset window. 
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Frame Grabber 

 

You can select a frame from your video file to act as the cover art. Open the frame grabber window 

from the toolbar, and advance to the desired frame in the movie. Click the "Grab Image" button. Then 

use the mouse to select the portion of the frame that you would like to set to the cover art tag. 
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Movie Posters  

MetaX will retrieve movie posters for use as cover art. Open the poster drawer by clicking the "Movie Posters" 
button in the toolbar. Images will automatically load and be displayed. Select the poster that you want by 
clicking on it. The image will now be set in the cover art section of the main window.  You can also use 
the open button or drag a file to the cover image.  You can also use the mouse to select a portion of the 
image to use for the cover art.  
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IMDb Browser 

 

The IMDb browser allows you to see data in the IMDb for your movie. Click the "IMDb Browser" button in 

the toolbar. When the browser launches, it will automatically search IMDb based on your search term 

in the MetaX main window. 
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Chapter Editing 

 

MetaX allows you to edit the chapters in your video file. 

1. Clicking Merge at the bottom of the chapter list will remove the selected chapter and combine its time 

with the chapter below it. 

2. Clicking Split will split the current chapter into two parts. You can set the duration for the two new 

chapters by adjusting the slider on the popup window. 

3. The final button at the bottom of the chapter list will reset your chapters to their original state. This 

comes in handy if you make a mistake! 
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4. You can also drag text information onto the chapter tab to set the chapters.  The text should have 

one line per chapter, each line should start with the chapter number followed by a period followed by 

the chapter title, optionally followed by the duration in square brackets.  The Barnes and Noble 

website is a good source of this information, so there is a B&N button on the chapters tab that will 

take you to the B&N website with a search for you show. 

 


